
Decorating your Bowande 14xx tank locomotive 
 
It was a deliberate choice on our part not to decorate the new Bowande 14xx with either the GWR 
or BR crest. By leaving tank sides blank, we allow the customer to choose their preference for 
both ‘owner’ and era. 
 
GWR/BR green version. On introduction in 1932, tank sides might have the full GREAT 
WESTERN (without crest) applied centrally. However, I have found no photographic evidence to 
support this. What is certain is from 1932 up to and into WW2 the so-called "Shirt button" motif 
was applied. This in turn would have been replaced by G W R in yellow shaded black & red after 
the war and up to nationalisation in 1948. 
Remember that the class was originally numbered in the 48xx series but was amended to the 14xx 
sequence in 1944. 
Application of G W R or “Shirt button” motifs should be central on the side tank using a clear 
photograph of the layout you favour. 
 
Green would make an appearance again under BR ownership both with lining and without. The 
most attractive livery is probably green with late era crest applied centrally to the side tank with 
orange/black/orange lining applied to edge of tank side and bunker side but not to bunker rear. 
Plenty of photos appear in books and on the internet to guide the owner. 
 
Black version.  The black Bowande 14xx model can be decorated in GWR or BR styles. The Great 
Western painted many of its locos black during WW2 and applied G W R in yellow shaded red on 
tank sides.  
From 1948 BR black with either early or from the mid 1950’s late era crest applied centrally to side 
tank.  Under BR ownership, mixed traffic cream/grey & red lining was applied to some but not all of 
the black locos. Please don't forget that some locos in BR days carried no crest at all as evidenced 
on No.1401 in the Ealing comedy film - "The Titfield Thunderbolt". 
 
Number plates. This applies to all era from 1932 to the end of steam on BR. Cast brass plates 
were applied centrally just ahead of the cab door  
 
The locomotive number was applied by the GWR to the front buffer beam centrally between 
coupling hook and RH buffer stock when viewed from the front.  From 1948 onwards into the BR 
era the buffer beam number was replaced by a cast plate applied to the upper central area of the 
smokebox. 
 
Source of Transfers (Decals).  I have found the waterslide transfers made by Fox Transfers to be 
the best. I know they are 10mm scale but look fine on this 1/32nd scale model. 
Do please have a photograph to hand to check positioning of the layout and style and era you 
wish to adopt. Reference numbers for Fox series are shown below as a guide.  
 
FRH10106/1 - Great Western Locomotive Lettering yellow-red-black 
FRH10107/1 - GWR Locomotive Initials yellow/red/black 
FRH10101 - GWR “Shirtbutton” Loco Motifs 
FRH10108 - GWR Buffer Beam Numbering 
 
FRH10001 – BR Early Lion and Wheel totem (use medium size from sheet) 
FRH10002 - BR Later Lion & Wheel (Ferret & Dartboard) crest (use medium size from sheet) 
FRH10075/2 - General Mixed Traffic Lining BR 
FRH10050/2 - General orange/black/orange Lining. 
Please double check with Fox Transfer to be assured of correct reference for your particular 
model. 
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